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The arrival part was fairly awkward because there was only one day during which people were 
supposed to come, and that, together with the irregular schedule of flights departing to Halifax, 
made planning the journey there quite difficult. I arrived in the middle of the night, and the 
international welcome week program began the next morning and basically went on for 24/7 without 
any pause between it and the regular welcome week for Canadian students. While a lot of the 
information we received during that introductory week was kinda useful, most of it were academic 
tips clearly directed at first year students and yet still mandatory, which meant spending a lot of time 
listening to information all the exchange students already had. The schedule was also very brutal and 
included for example being waken up by a complete stranger in your room at 7am in order to 
participate in some weird bonding activity. Lastly, while there were a lot of so-called international 
ambassadors trying to help international students, many of them seemed like they were only there 
for their resumes or something and were not actually trying to help people. 

 

There was very little information provided by Acadia in the beginning on how the administrative 
processes would work. I was given a timeslot during which I should choose my residence and sent an 
email with which courses I’d like to take, but zero information on how the resident life website and 
the course catalogue actually worked. As the timeslot that I was given for both of these things was 
very late, I could only get into a first years party residence and take some courses that I wasn’t 
actually interested in at first, however, once I get there and could talk to people in person both of 
these circumstances could luckily be changed, and the university staff was very nice and helpful, 
unlike the online processes, which were a literal nightmare.  

 

One of my favourite activities during the first week was a dance competition held between the 
different residences during the welcome week. All of the residences participated and spent many 
hours practicing a choreography with groups as big as about 150 students and all wound up 
performing their choreographies in front of basically all the students cheering them on, which was 
just a lot of fun and very different from all I experienced during welcome weeks in Freiburg. 

 

There are so many differences, from really big ones to ones that are tiny but still throw me off 
massively until today. There is basically no way to prepare food expect for microwaves in the 
residences, and so there is only the choice between meal-hall food which is often not very good, and 
take-out, which is really expensive. There is basically no real bread, and breakfast usually consist of 
either toast and pancakes, and I really miss being able to just go to a bakery whenever I want to. The 
traffic lights do not make any sense at all, and after being here for over 4 months I still so relieved 
every time I am able to cross a street without being run over. Another big difference is the age of  
students, which basically all first years being 18, and being the oldest student even in 4th year classes. 



Stores are like 4 times the size of what they usually are in Germany, and I have been completely lost 
in a Walmart on several occasions. Finally, while people here are very open towards strangers, I still 
have the feeling that they, students in particular, are much more conservative than what I am used 
to, for example in terms of climate change, homophobia, and other issues.  

 

I usually get up at around 8am, take a shower, and go to mealhall. As I do not like the breakfast 
choices it offers, I most often end up just eating some fruit and drinking some coffee. After breakfast 
I have a combination of either class, work as a German tutor, or free time that I mainly use to study, 
until I have lunch with some friends. After lunch, it’s the same program as before, usually until dinner 
at around 7. After that, I study some more and that spend the evening with friends most days, 
watching a movie, playing games, or going to intramural sports or to club like pride or the boardgame 
club. My schedule is fairly similar to the ones that I know from Freiburg, with the only exceptions 
being the very short 1h classes and the fact that some courses last till 10 pm. My schedule for next 
(well to me its’s rather this) semester will be added to the one from last one. In addition to the 
courses featured on the schedule, I will also be taking an intensive course at the end of the semester.  

 

One of my favourite experiences was seeing “heathers” performed by the students of the theatre 
faculty. I was there with some friends and another friend of us was actually acting, and it was just so 
much fun to sit there in this cramped, tiny room and watch this amazing performance. It was 
completely live with an orchestra made out of music students, and while so of the singing was 
completely off key and stuff, it was just great to see how much effort everybody had put into it and 
how much fun the people on stage were having.  

 

One should definitely try taking a walk at the ocean and then going to a live music show in one of 
the local pubs.  

As a foreigner one should not make fun of poutine, most Canadians are deadly serious about that.  

The most important vocabulary is eh? And it means right?  

The people that I’m close with back home is what I miss most. (Cheesy but true… also bread and 
good vegetarian food..) 





 


